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Successful businesses rise above the competition for many 
reasons and Andy and Brian Marcus, the father and son 
principals of celebrated New York City wedding and por-

trait studio Fred Marcus Photography, are emphatic about why 
their family’s enterprise is virtually a household name in New 
York’s celebrity circles and beyond. You get there by “creating 
meaningful images that last for generations and customer service 
that is unparalleled in our industry,” says Andy.

And there, in a nutshell, you have the business philosophy of a 
thriving wedding and portrait business that arose from humble 
beginnings about 70 years ago. In 1939, Fred Marcus, Andy’s father 
and Brian’s grandfather, escaped from the impending horrors of 
war-torn Europe, seeking a better life in America. After spend-
ing two years in Cuba, awaiting entry into the United States, he 
arrived with not much more than a Leica camera that he put to 
good use photographing the children of fellow emigrants. Many of 
those people moved to New York City, as did Fred, and the studio’s 
clients today include descendants of the folks he photographed on 
the beaches of Cuba.

Andy speaks with pride about his father’s original clients being 
the core of their business. “We have been around since 1941. We 
are now photographing the weddings of the grandchildren of those 
original clients. In a few weeks I will be photographing a wedding, 
which is really special because my dad photographed the wed-
dings of both the bride and groom’s grandparents. We are not only 
taking photographs for these people, we are building generational 
relationships,” Andy says.

Andy and Brian are the studio’s principal photographers and they 
are supported by an additional five associate photographers, all of 
whom have worked with the Marcus studio for many years. Admin-
istrative office and production staff—personnel who handle every-
thing from reception, clerical and bookkeeping duties to retouching, 
workflow and album design—total 16. A key role is that of a spe-
cialist “communicator,” who is in constant contact with customers, 
discussing contracts and collating information about the 250–300 
events handled by the studio each year. If a special guest is coming 

from a long distance to attend a wedding, that information and 
similar special details are noted. “About 70 percent of those events 
are weddings and the rest are a combination of bar and bat mitzvahs, 
and corporate events,” says Brian. “We also have a thriving portrait 
business, often photographing our wedding clients’ children’s first 
portraits. Children and family portraits are a huge part of our work 
and I think this is the real connection to future business.”

The Marcus name is well known within a vast network of New 
York families, from typical everyday people to the rich and famous. 
Among them the Marcus trio has photographed a veritable who’s 
who of New York’s celebrated elite. People such as Eddie Murphy, 
Donald Trump, Ivanka Trump, Clive Davis, Mary Tyler Moore, 
L.A Reid, Joey McIntyre (New Kids on the Block), Howard Stern, 
Forest Whitaker, William Baldwin, Vanessa Williams, Art Gar-
funkel, Regis Philbin, A. Alfred Taubman, Jeff Loria (owner of the 
MLB Florida Marlins), Nelson Peltz, Stephen Schwarzman, U.S. 
Senator Frank Lautenberg, CEO of Verizon Ivan Seidenberg and 
many, many more.

Previously, he has also photographed Presidents Jimmy Carter, 
Gerald Ford and Bill Clinton and, disappointed on seeing a re-
cent official family portrait of the Obamas, Andy would dearly 
love the opportunity to “give it [the family portrait] my spin.” So, 
if anyone with White House connections is reading this, Andy’s  
standing by.

No Commission is Too Small
Not surprisingly, ingrained in the Marcus code of ethics are the 

rules that professionalism and service have no class distinction, 
and no commission is ever too small. A client is a client, regard-
less of social status or celebrity. “We give each client the same 
high-end customer service and quality images they came in for 
in the first place,” Andy says. “We don’t charge a celebrity client 
any more or less than what we would a less prominent client.” 
And he emphasizes that years ago he learned an important les-
son on why a seemingly simple portrait should be accorded total 
professional service.

By Peter Skinner

Andy and Brian Marcus

Generational
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A classic example occurred some years 
ago, when a straightforward portrait ses-
sion was given the Andy Marcus touch 
with lucrative results. The next commis-
sion from that same person was pho-
tographing his birthday party—on his 
mega-yacht in Monte Carlo. Subsequent 
assignments included photographing the 
man’s family interstate as well as interna-

tionally. “That 10-minute portrait led to a 
long-lasting relationship that has taken me 
from New York City to Corsica, Turkey, 
Sardinia, Israel, Palm Beach, aboard luxury 
yachts and flying privately in his personal 
Boeing 727,” Andy says. As this article was 
being written, Andy was gearing up to 
photograph two more social events for the 
family—proving you never know what will 

transpire from any commission, regardless 
of its scope.

While Andy and Brian began their pho-
tography careers in different eras, they 
maintain definite stylistic similarities.  
Beginning at age 13, and under his father’s 
tutelage, Andy worked as a lighting assistant 
at a time when standard equipment was 
a Speed Graphic camera and flashbulbs. 
Using sheet film and individual bulbs taught 
a photographer efficiency and expediency—
you didn’t waste materials or time. “You 
learned to make every shutter release count. 
In those day 75 images was a lot to shoot at 
a wedding. I looked for the perfect moment 
rather than shooting dozens of images of 
anything I saw. It was a matter of quality 
above quantity. What I did then, certainly 
helps what I am doing today,” Andy says.

Brian also learned on the job—starting 
at about age 13 from his father and the stu-
dio’s other photographers and assistants. 
“I started using Hasselblad and Nikon film 
equipment. Learning the ins and outs of 
the cameras took a while, however, a little 
passion and having my dad as my teacher 
went a long way,” Brian says. He went on to 
major in film at Emory University and sub-
sequently moved to Los Angeles where he 
worked with top directors on major com-
mercial productions. “That experience fed 
my creativity and developed the way I see 
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light and composition,” Brian adds. “While 
I actually miss some things about film, 
digital technology is super exciting and 
constantly changing, which I like. I think 
my film education combined with using 
modern equipment has taken my work to 
a new level. Each image requires thinking 
and planning—the thought process is the 
same. That will never change.”

NYC—Energetic, Inspiring and Fun
Peruse the extensive Fred Marcus Pho-

tography portfolios and it’s easy to see that 
having fun plays a major part in what they 

do, whether on location in some exotic in-
ternational destination or at home in New 
York with its iconic scenes as backdrops. 
As Brian says, New York is an energetic city 
and it never gets old. During a recent por-
trait session with a couple at Grand Central 
Station he saw a group of about 60 foreign 
exchange students observing proceedings. 
“Instead of simply letting them stand there 
watching, I got them all involved and into 
the photograph,” Brian says. “Whether it’s 
Central Park, a hot dog cart or a backdrop 
of Times Square, the New York environ-
ment is inspiring and exciting.”

The logistics of photographing weddings 
in New York can be testing at times but the 
“money is no object” approach by some af-
fluent clients can really help. Andy recalls 
one such wedding. The ceremony was in 
the main chapel of St. Patrick’s Cathedral 
and the reception was about 35 miles away 
at the client’s home. During a planning 
session, Andy mentioned that it would be 
difficult to photograph the couple after 
the ceremony along with all the requested 
family photographs at the house. “I said, 
in jest, I wished we could fly to her house 
from the city after the ceremony,” Andy 
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says. The bride excused herself from the 
meeting and came back soon after—prob-
lem solved. She had phoned her father 
who agreed to hire two helicopters for the 
entire bridal party. “After the wedding we 
flew from the city, landed on a golf course 
near the home where cars whisked us to 
the house. While all the guests were nego-

tiating traffic, we had plenty of time to take 
our photographs,” Andy says.

Flattering Lighting, Cutting-edge 
Workflow

The distinctive style and feel of photog-
raphy—the look—produced by the Marcus 
team of photographers is a combination of 
numerous elements. Brian explains it as a 
“hybrid style of timeless portraits of family 
in conjunction with cutting-edge photo-
journalistic images that give our clients the 
best of both worlds.”

Traditional film has given way to digital 
imaging and they use a wide array of Canon, 
Nikon, and Leica cameras and lenses and 
shoot only RAW files. Each works with one 
or more assistants at an event and occa-
sionally they will shoot as a team, comple-
menting each other’s style and approach—
in wedding photography circles, that’s con-
sidered the A-team. While still adhering to 
the “make every shot count” philosophy, 
Brian admits that the speed, convenience 
and capacity of digital technology allow for 
more leeway in that regard. 

During a seven-hour event, for example, 
Brian says he will typically capture about 
2500 images, with each card immediately 
backed up onto an Epson P-7000 multime-
dia viewer. CF cards are never reformatted 

on the job, nor does he delete images in- 
camera. As further insurance, DVD copies 
are made of all originals before CF cards 
are reformatted. Postproduction is handled 
on a network of MacPro and PC-based 
computers and with programs including 
Lightroom, Adobe Bridge and Aperture, 
Photoshop CS4 and Filemaker Pro. Images 
are edited to anywhere between 600–800 
of the best and presented to clients in sets 
of proofs and posted to private Web sites 
for families and guests. 

All retouching and album design is done 
in-house and no album is finalized without 
full input and approval from the customer. 
Significantly, and not surprisingly, vendor 
loyalty is an important facet of Fred Marcus 
Photography. “CPQ Lab has worked with 
us for years and I believe we were Leather 
Craftsmen’s first client,” Brian says. “Our 
clients love the rich quality leathers they use 
and their customer service is incomparable 
in our industry. We now do some work with 
GraphiStudio as well as WHCC products.”

Using the Web and Blogs
Word-of-mouth advertising from gen-

erations of loyal clients, an enviable status 
as photographers to New York’s elite, and 
smart use of Internet technology ensure a 
constant flow of business for Fred Marcus 
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Photography. While conceding that they 
spent more than originally intended on a 
comprehensive and easy-to-navigate Web 
site, Brian says the investment has been 
worth it. “A good Web site is your biggest PR 
tool, so make it great,” he advises. Their Web 
site is complemented by a blog—an added 
personal touch. “We update our blog about 
twice a week and the combination of that 
and Facebook keeps our customers up to 
date with our activities and brings in a tre-
mendous amount of business,” Brian says.

Such factors as joining and being active 
in organizations like WPPI, developing and 
enhancing sound business practices, and 
understanding the value of genuine, profes-
sional customer service are vital. To aspi-
rants and wannabes—or anyone who can 
get the attention of those people—Andy 
urges that they don’t give their pictures 
away by simply handing over unedited discs 
and then having no further contact with the 

client. “Some people simply should not be 
wedding photographers, but if they want to 
try then they should at least be professional. 
It’s an honor and a privilege to photograph 
a couple’s wedding. It’s not a photo shoot; 
it’s their wedding day. And always remem-
ber, it’s not about you,” Andy says. 

To see more about Fred Marcus Photog-
raphy: www.fredmarcus.com and http://
blog.fredmarcus.com.

Brian Marcus will be teaching a Platform Class 
with photographer John Solano on Tuesday, 
March 8 from 3:30 p.m. to 5:30p.m in Room 
318 in MGM’s Conference Center. 

Writer/photographer and author Peter Skinner is 
based in Queensland, Australia. He can be reached 
at prsskinner@bigpond.com.

The Marcus Family:  
Three Generations of New York’s Elite 
Society and Wedding Photographers 

A stunning collection of images from the 
archives of photographs by Fred, Andy 
and Brian Marcus, spanning 1941 to 
the present, will be exhibited at the Leica 
Gallery, Broadway, New York City from 
June 11–August 7, 2010 with the open-
ing reception on June 10, from 6 p.m.–8 
p.m. This will be the first time the three 
generations have held a joint exhibition. 
At writing, the possibility of the exhibit 
traveling to the Leica Gallery, in Tokyo, 
Japan, was being discussed.
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